Differentiation--a consequence of idiotype-environment interaction.
The present paper deals with a model of idiotype-environment interaction and its application to a tissue culture experiment with birch (Betula pendula ROTH.). The data of the experiment are characterized with respect to the physiological reactions and are discussed in the light of the model. The main results of the paper are: With respect to the environmental action one has to discriminate between the environment inside and outside the cell (external and internal environment). The environmental influences cause a differential gene activity which lead to transient differentiation states and to final states of differentiatedness. During mitosis two types of information transmission take place: transmission of genetic material (the "blueprint") and transmission of the milieu (the "experience" of previous events). They together give rise to differentiation. The data of the experiment show that differentiation is no one-way street: Because of the transmitted milieu it is sometimes easier to regain an earlier differentiation state than to reach a new one. Only the interaction of idiotype (sum of genetic information) and the milieu state (internal environment) causes parallel as well as divergent development of cell lines. The model is also used to reinterpret some selected papers in the literature.